Welcome!
Program in a Nutshell

Monday
• Single session presentations
• 2 Coffee breaks+demos, lunch, and dinner

Tuesday
• Tutorials joined w/ ACM ICN and Break-outs
• Coffee breaks, lunch
802.15.4 & Demos

“A role for higher layer protocols in mitigating wireless interference,” [Laura Feeney, yesterday@T2TRG]

Those who need 802.15.4 access: please, meet during the first coffee break to agree on channel
Social @ Fluxbau at 7:00pm

We will leave in groups from FU at 6:00pm

3 minutes walk from metro U1 Schlesisches Tor

Simple rule: We pay food, you pay your drinks ;)}
Social Media

#RIOTSummit

Make Photos!
Share Photos!
Thanks!
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